
 
History at All Saints C of E Primary School 

1.1 Understanding among pupils of the purpose of studying history 

Subject leaders at All Saints Primary School often hold pupil interviews as part of 

the monitoring process. Therefore here is a screen grab of the questions and    

responses the History Co-ordinator asked a cross-section of children from each 

year group.  Whilst most answers were age related responses, some  children 

were unclear or didn't use historical terminology instinctively.  Responses from 

the children highlighted areas that needed to be developed and this was fed back 

to staff during CPD.  
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Continued. 
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These are extracts from lesson observations where the skills being taught are    

history focused or the lessons driven by history. The feedback highlights the     

motivation and understanding of the children in the lessons.  

Screen grabs from a lesson observation feedback form. This lesson took place with a  year 2 class where they were      

recounting a Tudor Feast based on their recent visit to a local Tudor house—The Oak House situated within our local 

area, West Bromwich.  

Screen grab from a lesson observation feedback form.  

This lesson took place with a  year 3 class where they were  

questioning the reliability of sources. The feedback shows  

that the children were motivated and engaged in their  

learning.  When they were questioned about their learning  

the majority were able to articulate what they were learning,  

why they were learning it and how they were going to learn  

within the lesson.  


